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Credit Union Plan Sponsors
Credit Union Plan Sponsors hoping to help
employees achieve retirement readiness
should consider these top 401(k) plan trends
for 2015.

Key 401(k) Plan Trends






Get Creative With Your Employer Match
Move Toward Automatic Features
Add a Roth Feature
Focus on Outcome Based Education
Understand Distribution Options

Get Creative With Your Employer
Matching Contributions
 A virtually no-cost way for employers to incent
participants to contribute more is to stretch their
matching contribution formulas.
 For many years, 50% on the first 6% was the
most common matching formula. Today
employers have taken those same dollars and
stretched their matching contributions to 25% of
the first 12%, for example.
 Provides a greater incentive for employees to
increase deferrals, and also helps with
Nondiscrimination testing.

Move Toward Automatic Features
and a Target Date Default
Investment Solution
 Plans that use auto enrollment, auto
escalation and periodic re-enrollment have
plan participation rates in the 90% range and
better participant outcomes.
 Participants can opt out of a re-enrollment, but
the vast majority do not.

Use Outcome Based, Online
Employee Education
 With every plan participant having unique
retirement goals, employee education has
become more personalized to predominately
online venues.
 When participants can view 5 to 7 minute
learning videos or tools online in their home
with their spouses, outcomes improve.

Add Roth 401(k) Features
 Since it is now possible to convert pre-tax
401(k) after-tax accounts, many more
employers offer Roth 401(k) contributions and
an in-plan conversion feature.

Understand Distribution Options
 Pay as much attention to “accumulation as to
“decumulation”
 Focus on helping participants optimize their
savings to ensure it lasts a lifetime
 Lifetime income solutions
 Annuities
 Installment payments based period certain or
life expectancy
 Lump Sum and ad hoc distributions

Questions
 Pay as much attention to “accumulation as to
“decumulation”
 Focus on helping participants optimize their
savings to ensure it lasts a lifetime
 Lifetime income solutions
 Annuities
 Installment payments based period certain or
life expectancy
 Lump Sum and ad hoc distributions
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